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1. Arts at CERN. Creativity across Cultures 

At CERN, physicists and engineers are probing the fundamental structure of the universe. They 
use the world’s largest and most complex scientific instruments to study the basic constituents 
of matter – the fundamental particles. These particles are made to collide together at close to 
the speed of light. The process and resulting collisions give physicists clues about how the 
particles interact, and provide insights into the fundamental laws of nature. 


Arts at CERN is the official arts programme of CERN and the leading worldwide initiative to 
foster the dialogue between artists and scientists. At CERN, we believe in bringing artists and 
scientists together. Physics and the arts are inextricably linked: both are ways to explore our 
universe, what it is to be human and our place in nature.


Through our programmes, artists across the globe come to CERN to experience the way the big 
questions about our universe are pursued and explored by fundamental science. The synergies 
that emerge from these encounters highlight our curiosity and imagination, showing they are 
fundamental traits of humankind, and are worth our exploration. Our goals are to inspire 
significant exchanges between art and physics, and to participate in an international cultural 
community eager to connect with CERN.
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2. Arts at CERN. Programmes 

Artists across the globe come to CERN to experience the way the big questions about our 
universe are pursued and explored by fundamental science. We strive to create creative and 
unconventional synergies between science and culture, enriching the cultural landscape. Arts at 
CERN offers several programmes to artists from all disciplines who are invited to the Laboratory 
to research and be part of our scientific community: 


i. Artistic Residencies  
• Collide, our flagship international program artists for a residency of 3 months. 


• Accelerate, a country-specific programme for artists from different geographies.


• Connect, for Swiss artists in exchange with leading scientific institutions in South Africa, 
Chile, India, and Brazil.


ii. Art Commissions  

Since 2017, a selection of artists in residency at CERN have also been invited to develop an art 
commission. Mariele Neudecker, Mika Rottenberg, Leslie Thornton, Semiconductor, James 
Bridle, Julieta Aranda and Richard Mosse are some of the artists participating in this scheme.


iii. Exhibitions 

Arts at CERN support exhibitions of the artworks created and inspired by CERN’s programmes, 
in collaboration with cultural institutions and organisations with an interest in science. Some 
successful examples are:


• ‘HALO’. In 2018 the artistic duo Semiconductor created an artwork after their residency, 
which was featured for the first time at Art Basel. The large-scale immersive art installation 
entitled HALO was the artistic interpretation of the Large Hadron Collider’s ATLAS experiment 
and a collaboration with scientists from CERN.


• ‘Quantum’. In 2019, Arts at CERN announced the second iteration of the touring exhibition at 
the Center for Contemporary Culture of Barcelona (CCCB). ‘Quantum’ brought together ten 
artworks resulting from art residencies at CERN, juxtaposed with scientific objects to 
introduce pivotal concepts from physics and the research pursued at the Laboratory. The 
exhibition received more than 80,000 visitors and it became the third most visited exhibition in 
the 25 years history of the CCCB. 
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• ‘Alice: Curiouser and Curiouser’ at Victoria and Albert Museum, London. In 2021 Arts at CERN 
supported the exhibition inspired by Lewis Carroll’s extraordinary character. This collaboration 
expressed how art is a powerful way for conveying complex ideas and the language of 
scientific thinking and human endeavours. Two artists from Arts at CERN were shown in the 
exhibition, Mariele Neudecker and Iris van Herpen; both inspired by their time at the 
Laboratory.


• ‘Into the Future Universe’ exhibition. In 2023 CERN is launching the Science Gateway project, 
a new facility dedicated to scientific education and outreach. The Science Gateway will be 
hosted in a new, iconic building, designed by world- renowned architects Renzo Piano. With a 
footprint of 7000 square metres, the building will offer a variety of spaces and activities, 
including exhibitions such as ‘Into the Future Universe’. Four artists working with Arts at 
CERN are currently developing new artworks in close dialogue with scientists. The artists are 
Rosa Barba, Julius von Bismarck, Chloé Delarue and Ryoji Ikeda.


4. CERN Cultural Policy 

Traditional boundaries between disciplines are disappearing in contemporary culture, and 
science is not indifferent to these changes. The current interest in science from the arts should 
not surprise us, and it is only expected to intensify over the next decade. The first CERN Cultural 
Policy, signed in 2011, reflected the reach and interest of scientific research and the role of 
creativity in the Laboratory. The Cultural Policy provided the essential framework for the arts 
initiative at the Laboratory, and helped to bring the first residencies into fruition. Furthermore, the 
policy enabled the necessary expertise by setting up a Cultural Advisory Board, which includes 
art professionals and scientists at the highest level. 


The document was conceived as an strategy for Arts at CERN and the foundation of the artistic 
residencies at the Laboratory, which has been building over the last ten years. In 2021 Arts at 
CERN renewed its Cultural Policy. This coincides with the forthcoming 10th anniversary of the 
first artistic residency at CERN - with the artist Julius von Bismarck’s arrival in April 2012. 
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Moreover, the implementation of the new programmes in recent years  - the Art Commissions 
and Exhibitions programmes - encouraged us to rethink of the new Cultural Policy. These 
programmes are continuing to shape and guide a new strategic direction within the Laboratory, 
in connection with the current global cultural landscape of which Arts at CERN forms a part. We 
plan to achieve this in close dialogue with the CERN Cultural Advisory Board.


The four main goals of the Arts at CERN for the next years are:


i. Continue our programmes in which ‘Creativity across Cultures’ is established as our motto, 
and it inspires the rich and high-quality art and science dialogues at the Laboratory.


ii. Promote expert knowledge in the arts by creating significant exchanges with science through 
the programme of research-led artistic residencies .
1

iii. Bring art commissions into the core of Arts at CERN, as part of a process of exploration and 
research which starts during the residencies and continues into the creation of outstanding 
artworks informed by science.


iv. Provide excellent ways of engagement for audiences worldwide by designing and supporting 
exhibitions, thus expressing the contribution of the arts to the Laboratories’s community and 
outreach activities, in particular in relation to the Science Gateway project. 

 Current challenges presented by the global situation
1

Under the circumstances of COVID-19, the current model of residencies at the Laboratory has 
been challenged. Limits on international travel as well as the eventualities in the Laboratory and 
experiments due to the pandemic demanded readjusting the model. The type of direct 
experience and face to face encounters on which Arts at CERN is based, and which have made 
it so successful, are precisely the kinds of activities which were under restriction worldwide over 
the last year. Therefore, we are working on a flexible approach to residencies that allows to 
maintain the rich interactions between artists and scientists under these new global 
circumstances.
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5.The CERN Cultural Advisory Board 

The Cultural Advisory Board was an essential component for the foundation of Arts at CERN and 
the Laboratory’s Cultural Policy and engagement with the arts. Since 2011, several leading 
cultural and scientific experts have been advising the development of our strategies and 
programmes. 


The members of the Cultural Advisory Board are appointed by the Director General for their 
expertise in the arts and contemporary culture, and are drawn from CERN Member States. The 
board comprises a maximum of two CERN scientists who represent the Laboratory’s 
community. The members of the Cultural Advisory Board are appointed for four years. Their 
participation shall be considered official on behalf of CERN, and is honorary. The Cultural 
Advisory Board meets once per annum at CERN or by videoconference, and works by 
consensus, wherever possible. A number of CERN members are invited to officially attend these 
meetings as observers.


The Cultural Advisory Board is in charge of reviewing and approving Arts at CERN strategic 
direction and cultural policies, and adopting reports on CERN’s arts activity. They are expected 
to advise on the adequate resourcing and sustainability of the projects,  and to offer specialist 
advice to the Director General on matters pertaining to the arts at CERN. 


Since 2017, the CERN Cultural Board was formed by Andrea Bellini, Director of Centre d’Art 
Contemporain de Genève; Laurent Le Bon, former President of Picasso Museum and Director of 
Centre Pompidou, Paris; Ariane Koek, former Head of the Arts at CERN; Frédérick Bordry, 
former Director for Accelerators and Technology; Bilge Demirköz physicist at Middle East 
Technical University, Ankara.


From 2021 to 2025 the CERN Cultural Board is comprised by Frédérick Bordry, physicist, former 
Director for Accelerators and Technology, CERN (Chair); Elvira Dyangani Ose, Director of 
MACBA, Barcelona; Ulrike Erbslöh, Managing Director, Fondation Beyeler, Riehen/ Basel; Patrick 
Gyger, Director of Plateforme 10, Lausanne; Helga Timko, Accelerators Physicist, CERN; Vicente 
Todolí, Artistic Director of Pirelli HangarBicocca, Milano.
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6.Tenth Anniversary of Arts at CERN. 

Arts at CERN celebrates its tenth anniversary in 2022. Over this time the official arts programme 
of the Laboratory has gained worldwide attention and it is now a renowned model for art and 
science’s engagement. It represents an important milestone in the outreach activities of CERN 
by connecting scientists with artists in rich dialogue across creative cultures. Arts at CERN 
began as a pilot project of artistic residencies that has evolved through the years in a large 
framework that comprises Artistic Residencies, Art Commissions and Exhibitions. 


The 10th anniversary of Arts at CERN marks an important date in CERN’s cultural activities. As 
an important milestone will be an important occasion to reflect on what has been achieved, as 
well as the challenges ahead. It will allow to reflect on the future, and the importance to adapt 
our strategies and to consolidate and reinforce the new programmes of Art Commissions and 
Exhibitions. 


A publication of Arts at CERN and an Art and Science Summit will be the main events of the 
anniversary’s celebrations. 


The tenth anniversary coincides with the development of the Science Gateway project. Arts at 
CERN and the Exhibitions team are co-curating the opening exhibition ‘Into the Future’, the art-
led exhibition with four newly commissioned artworks from artists who have participated in Arts 
at CERN residencies. These artists, who are working in close dialogue with scientists and staff at 
CERN, will be inspired by the big questions that will govern the future of our universe. Rosa 
Barba, Julius von Bismarck, Chloé Delarue and Ryoji Ikeda are the artists selected for the 
exhibition. The Science Gateway is planned to open in 2023.  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Annex 1: Programmes. Artistic Residencies 

Residency programme Year In partnership/ funded by

Collide@CERN 2011-2014 Ars Electronica, Linz

Collide Geneva 2012-2019 Canton de Geneva, Ville de Geneva

Accelerate Switzerland 2014 Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia

Accelerate Austria 2014 Department of Arts, Federal Chancellery

Accelera Greece 2015 Onassis Foundation, Athens

Collide Pro Helvetia 2015 Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia

Accelerate Taiwan 2016 Ministry of Culture of Taiwan

Accelerate Lithuania 2016 Ministry of Culture of Lithuania

Collide International 2016-2018 FACT Liverpool

Accelerate UAE 2017 ADMAF, Abhu Dhabi

Accelerate S. Korea 2017 Art Council Korea (ARKO)

Accelerate Croatia 2018 Kontjener, Ministry of Culture of Croatia

Accelerate Finland 2019 Capsula, Saastamoinen Foundation, Helsinki

Simetría 2019 Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia, ESO/ALMA Chile

Connect 2021-2024 Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia

Collide International 2019-2021 Institute of Culture, City Council Barcelona

Collide International 2022-2025 A new partner for Collide international
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Annex 2: Programmes. Art Commissions 

Artists Year Supported by/co-produced with

Semiconductor 2017 Le Lieu Unique, FACT (co-production)

Haroon Mirza & Jack Jelfs 2018 Collide/ ScANNER Network

James Bridle 2018 Collide/ ScANNER Network

Lea Porsager 2018 Collide/ ScANNER Network

Yunchul Kim 2018 Collide/ ScANNER Network

Suzanne Treister 2018 Collide/ ScANNER Network

Dianne Bauer 2018 Collide/ ScANNER Network

Julieta Aranda 2018 Collide/ ScANNER Network

Yu-Chen Wang 2018 Collide/ ScANNER Network

Juan Cortés 2018 Collide/ ScANNER Network

Semiconductor 2018 Audemars Piguet

Rosa Menkman 2019 Collide/ Barcelona Institute of Culture

Mika Rottenberg 2019 US Mission 

Mariele Neudecker 2019 Primat Foundation

Leslie Thornton 2019 US Mission 

Alan Bogana 2020 Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia

Richard Mosse 2021 Primat Foundation

Tania Candiani 2022 Primat Foundation

Metahaven 2022 Trondheim Kunsthalle

Black Quantum Futurism 2022 Collide International

Rosa Barba 2022 Science Gateway

Julius von Bismarck 2022 Science Gateway

Rosa Barba 2022 Science Gateway

Ryoji Ikeda 2022 Science Gateway

Chloé Delarue 2022 Science Gateway
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